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Abstract
Historical star magnitudes from catalogs by Ptolemy (137 AD), al-Sūfı̄ (964), and
Tycho Brahe (1602/27) are converted to the Johnson V-mag scale and compared
to modern-day values from the HIPPARCOS catalog. The deviations (or “errors”)
are tested for dependencies on three different observational influences. The rela-
tion between historical and modern magnitudes is found to be linear in all three
catalogs as it had previously been shown for the Almagest data by Hearnshaw,
J. B., 1999, New A Rev., 43, 403. A slight dependency on the color index (B-V) is
shown throughout the data sets and al-Sūfı̄’s, as well as Brahe’s data also give
fainter values for stars of lower culmination height (indicating extinction). In all
three catalogs, a star’s estimated magnitude is influenced by the brightness of
its immediate surroundings. After correction for the three effects, the remaining
variance within the magnitude errors can be considered approximate accuracy of
the pre-telescopic magnitude estimates. The final converted and corrected mag-
nitudes are available via the Vizier catalog access tool (Ochsenbein, F., Bauer, P.,
& Marcout, J., 2000, A&AS, 143, 23).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many processes in astronomy have long timescales, espe-
cially questions on the evolution of stars (just recently,
the timescale of Betelgeuse’s supernova was publicly dis-
cussed). Further examples include close binary systems
such as cataclysmic variables (CVs) and their nova erup-
tion behavior (Hoffmann et al. 2019; Shara et al. 2017;
Vogt et al. 2019), or even supernovae in close binary sys-
tems, which have the potential to eject runaway stars
(Neuhäuser et al. 2019). All these questions on the
evolution of astronomical objects require long-term obser-
vations but our telescopic surveys only reach back for a

few decades (in cases of CVs) or roughly two centuries
(in cases of sunspot observations [Neuhäuser et al. 2018;
Neuhäuser & Neuhäuser 2016]).1 Aiming for conclusions
on long-term evolution it is, thus (cf. Fujiwara et al. 2004),
desirable to include data from non-telescopic observations,
which could possibly provide a much longer baseline: Far
Eastern tradition, for instance, recorded transient phe-
nomena (such as novae, supernovae, and comets) more
systematically than the Western one. However, one of the

1 Sporadic telescopic observations have, of course, existed for a bit longer,
but systematic surveys have not been a common practice from the early
beginning on.
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biggest questions in these terms is the transformation of
any ancient (or old) description of the brightness of the
phenomenon. Only in very few cases (e. g. 437, SN 1572),
the historical records mention daylight visibility. In a
handful of cases (e. g. 1175, 1203, 1596, and 1603 according
to Ho (1962) and (Xu et al., 2000, 129–146)), the description
refers to the brightness giving Mars, Saturn, or bright stars
like Capella (𝛼 Aur) and Antares (𝛼 Sco) as a comparison.

Although we can look up the brightnesses of the plan-
ets and fixed stars in a modern star catalog or model their
brightness at a certain date with our knowledge on their
variability, it appears worthwhile to study the accuracy of
such historical estimates.

As commonly known, Argelander in the 19th century
defined a clear method to estimate the magnitude of a
given object by comparing it to a couple of stars in the
vicinity. The method(s) of earlier astronomers to derive the
magnitude of a star or transient object are yet unknown.
As, therefore, the numbers in historical star catalogs are
hardly reproducible, we try to derive a better understand-
ing of their scattering, error bars, and their dependencies.

1.1 Dependencies and open questions

In particular, the visual appearance of a celestial point
source depends on many influences, for example, the
brightness of the background, the local and temporal
conditions of the atmosphere, and the constitution of
the observer’s eye. Currently, we cannot consider the
observer’s eye, and we are not even sure that the author
of a textbook really observed every data point on his own
and that not students or assistants were helping or even
taking over the measurement. The interplay of the human
eye’s lens and the atmospheric conditions cause optical
effects such as (i) reddening of stars close to the horizon
(extinction), (ii) blurring of bright stars due to humidity
or sandstorm, and (iii) the impression of rays, horns, or
fuzziness of bright objects (see Appendix and e.g. Schaefer
1993 for the limits of vision in astronomy), which might
affect the estimate of the magnitude. The background
brightness of the sky depends on the density of stars in a
particular area, the zodiacal light as well as geophysical
influences such as the omnipresent airglow (discovered by
Ångström (1869)) and the presence or absence of meteor
showers (Siedentopf 1959). As this work aims to make his-
torical star catalogs usable for modern research, our goal
is to find an algorithm for how to deal with historical
magnitudes. We assume that magnitudes for a star cata-
log have not been observed only one time by one person
but cross-checked by the assistants of the historical book
author. As even Ptolemy mentions the difficulties (and
errors) of observations close to the horizon, we assume that

they estimated magnitudes at the highest possible altitude
for a given star. Therefore, the remaining influences to be
considered in Section 3 are the dependency of the human
brightness estimation on the following questions:

• Redder stars appear fainter, so how does the color of the
star influence the estimate? Can the historical numbers
be improved by the application of color correction?

• The atmosphere influences the appearance by extinc-
tion: Does a correction improve the conversion of his-
torical magnitudes into modern ones?

• The observational bias of the environment: How does
the presence of bright stars and a background of many
faint stars (e. g. in the Milky Way) influence the histori-
cal brightness estimation?

We analyze these questions in Section 3 by using
the data of three historical star catalogs introduced in
Section 2, which, of course, had already been analyzed
by other scholars before us. Their results are, therefore,
summarized in the following subsection.

1.2 Placement among previous works

The idea to represent different brightnesses by numbers
goes back to Antiquity. Pliny the Elder’s (+1st century)
words suggest that Hipparchus (−2nd century) might
have measured these magnitudes, but this cannot be ver-
ified or falsified (Hoffmann 2017, p. 92 and 194). The
first surviving appearance of the magnitude scale is in
Ptolemy’s Almagest from the second century (Hearn-
shaw 1996, p. 4), and from there it was copied to the
Arabic and Latin science culture, but the numbers always
remained estimations. With the dawning of electric pho-
tometry, astrophotography, and the necessity of exact
values from telescopic observations, the 19th century took
some efforts to develop a mathematically exact scale. Pog-
son’s (1856) system finally prevailed, but it differs from
the ancient scale because mathematics in the meantime
had introduced negative numbers and the zero. In addi-
tion, any type of logarithmic law can only approximate
the human sense, and it neglects the personal influences
of the observer (guessing errors). There is no easy con-
version from historical magnitudes because the new scale
was used for the new star catalogs.

Although the Almagest’s star catalog has thoroughly
been analyzed and discussed with respect to its record
of star positions, there is only a handful (e.g. Hearn-
shaw 1999; Schaefer 2013) of recent investigations into
the star’s magnitudes. Even fewer authors consider other
pre-telescopic magnitude estimations, which are given
most notably by al-Sūfı̄ and Tycho Brahe. Recently,
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Verbunt & van Gent (2010a, 2012a) released online ver-
sions of the three catalogs by Ptolemy, Ulugh Bēg, and
Tycho Brahe with Ulugh Bēg catalog containing magni-
tude estimations that were adopted from al-Sūfı̄’s Book of
Fixed Stars.

The computer-readable data makes it easier than ever
to evaluate and statistically compare the three catalogs.
If the data optimally converted and corrected for system-
atic deviations, it might be possible to utilize the ancient
magnitudes for investigations of stellar evolution and vari-
ability (as examples for such endeavors see Mayer (1984)
and Hertzog (1984) although the former’s results were
later refuted by Hearnshaw (1999)). All the effects on
magnitude estimates, mentioned at the end of Section 1.1
have already been analyzed during the second half of
the 19th and the first half of the 20th century (for an
elaborate example see Zinner 1926) but there is no sys-
tematic query of all three catalogs based on the conver-
sion method, introduced by Hearnshaw (1999) while using
modern computer-aided statistical procedures.

2 ON THE ORIGINAL CATALOGS

We evaluated three-star catalogs with measurements from
different epochs and cultural backgrounds, beginning with
the one, featured in Ptolemy’s Mαϑηματι𝜘

′
η
∑ ′

υνταξιζ
(engl.: Mathematical treatise, standard translation by
Toomer (1984), commonly known by its Arabic name
Almagest, 137 AD). This work contains the oldest extensive
data set of stellar brightness, and Ptolemy also was the first
astronomer to verifiably make use of a numeric scale: the
magnitudes. He assigned the brightest stars to the magni-
tude 1, and the remaining ones into five gradually fainter
classes, labeled 2–6. For some stars, he added qualifiers,
saying a star was either slightly brighter or fainter than the
given magnitude.

The second catalog is the one by Ulugh Bēg from
around 1437 AD, which contained the first independent,
comprehensive position measurements in 1300 years, yet
adopted (see Knobel 1917) its magnitude data from Abd
al-Rahman al-Sūfı̄’s ’Book of Fixed Stars’ (for a mod-
ern English translation see Hafez 2010), which he most
likely composed around 964 AD. in the city of Shiraz
(Hafez 2010, p. 64). His list of stars is explicitly based
on Ptolemy’s catalog, containing almost the same set of
stars with positions, only corrected for precession. How-
ever, al-Sūfı̄ was only the second astronomer to systemat-
ically assign magnitudes to all the entries in his catalog,
using the same numerical scale, as Ptolemy. Al-Sūfı̄’s cat-
alog served as an important source for many subsequent
Islamic-Arabic astronomers who used his data or cited his
texts (see Hafez 2010, p. 66 ff). One of those was Ulugh

F I G U R E 1 Transfer of position and magnitude data between
the four ancient catalogs. Dashed arrows indicate an uncertain
amount of influence, bold arrows show that data were copied
almost “word by word”

Bēg, who, when he compiled his own star catalog in 1437,
adopted the magnitudes (and in 27 cases also the positions
[Verbunt & van Gent 2012b]) from the Book of Fixed Stars.

Lastly, we included Tycho Brahe’s star catalog from
1602/1627, which again consists of newly gathered data
for positions and magnitudes. Brahe was the first modern
European scholar to compile a comprehensive original star
catalog. The results were first published as a 777-star cata-
log in 1602 shortly after his death, but a handwritten copy
of a more extensive catalog had already been sent to several
astronomers during the 1590s. Finally, in 1627 Johannes
Kepler published an edition of the list containing 1,004
stars, which was very similar to the manuscript version
(Verbunt & van Gent 2010a). While Tycho set new stan-
dards of precision for position measurements, he adopted
Ptolemy’s magnitude scale with no finer graduation than
those of his predecessors. As pointed out by most analyses
of the different versions of his catalog (e.g. Baily 1843), the
1627 version even omits the brighter−/fainter-qualifiers
that were still included in the previous release.

Figure 1 shows the chronology and data transfer of the
four catalogs.

3 ANALYSIS OF THE
MAGNITUDES

For the historical magnitudes, we used the data, given
by Verbunt & van Gent (2010b, 2012b). Additional mod-
ern data (e.g. exact position, V-mag, and color index)
have been taken from the VizieR release of the HIPPAR-
COS catalog (ESA 1997). Verbunt and van Gent used the
translation of Ulugh Bēg’s catalog by Knobel (1917) for
their digitalization and the latter, knowing that Ulugh Bēg
adapted al-Sūfı̄’s magnitudes, entered them directly from
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T A B L E 1 The analyzed catalogs

Abbr. Included authors # of stars

P Ptolemy 990

S Sūfı̄, Ulugh Bēg 988

B Brahe 937

PSB Ptolemy+Ulugh Bēg+Brahe 695

Note: Identifications taken from Verbunt & van Gent (2010b, 2012b).
PSB is the intersection of P,S,B, containing only stars that are
concordantly identified in all three catalogs.

al-Sūfı̄’s Book of Fixed Stars to minimize translation errors.
Therefore the catalog designated as Ulugh Bēg is actually
a hybrid catalog, and as only the magnitudes are ana-
lyzed, they are referred to as “al-Sūfı̄’s magnitudes” and
abbreviated as mS and the catalog as S.

Brahes catalog was released in different editions, where
only his 777-star list from 1,602 includes qualifiers to spec-
ify magnitudes beyond one-mag steps. The data given by
Verbunt and van Gent include a total of 1,007 stars, merged
from all available editions and the qualifiers were included
in our analysis whenever they were given.

For the analysis, we excluded double entries as well
as stars without safe modern identification or magnitude
(e.g. for double stars). Furthermore, stars designated as
“faint” or “nebulous” were left out and the two bright-
est stars (Sirius and Canopus) were excluded from most
analyses as significant “outliers.” The used data sets are
summarized in Table 1, where the last set (PSB) only
includes stars that were existent in all three catalogs and
had concordant modern identifications. This set was used
to examine the covariance between the historical catalogs.
Different magnitude designations are used throughout the
analysis: mHIP are the modern V-mag values taken from
the HIPPARCOS catalog, while mold and m designate the
historical magnitudes before and after conversion, respec-
tively. Additional indices (P,S,B) might be added when
talking about data from a certain author. Finally, we define
𝛿m = m−mHIP.

3.1 Conversion of the magnitude scales

The historical magnitude values are not identical with
modern, photometric V-band magnitudes. While today’s
magnitudes of the stars in our reduced catalog cover a
continuous range from ∼0 to ∼6, in the pre-telescopic era
they were based on estimated assignments into six discrete
groups. Nevertheless, intermediate steps between these
groups were used by all three authors as differently for-
mulated “qualifiers” which indicate if the star is slightly
brighter or fainter than the denoted magnitude.

The disparate definitions result in two problems: on
the one hand, the data shows a different range for both
magnitudes (roughly 1… 6↔ 0… 6). Therefore, a direct
comparison of both values in the form of a difference
mold −mHIP will be biased toward showing large positive
values for brighter stars. To minimize any dependency of
the difference on a star’s brightness, an adequate conver-
sion formula for mold is needed.

The other problem, however, has to be tackled
first: The intermediate qualifiers, given by the historical
observers, do not imply an exact value. Trying to convert
the qualifiers into numerical divergence, most previous
authors added +0.33 mag for the “fainter-qualifier” and
−0.33 mag for the “brighter-qualifier,” but also ±0.3 mag
and ±0.5 mag have been applied. In an attempt to find the
best approximation, we compared the “two-step-system”
(±0.33 mag) with the “one-step-system” (±0.5 mag).

Looking at the average modern magnitude of each
group of stars with qualifiers (e.g. 2(f) – stars a little fainter
than second mag, or 3(b) – stars a little brighter than the
third mag), the “two-step-system” is found to show several
inconsistencies. For example, the Almagest’s 2(f)-stars,
which would be identified with mP

old = 2.33 mag are fainter
on average than the 3(b)-stars, identified with mP

old = 2.67
mag. The “one-step-system” on the other hand, is consis-
tent in almost all cases and is, therefore, adopted for our
analysis. The applied values of mold and mHIP are shown
for each star in the scatter plots of Figure 2. It might be
added at this point that most of the following analysis was
done with 0.33 mag-steps before the “one-step-system”
was chosen. The differences in the results were negligible
in almost all cases.

The modern magnitude scale is logarithmic in regard
to the light flux, a fact that corresponds to (and historically
derives from) the logarithmic perception of brightness
in the human eye (Weber-Fechner-Law, cf. Fujiwara &
Yamaoka 2005). Therefore the relation between mold and
mHIP should be approximately linear, which is not evident
in any of the three sub-figures of Figure 2, due to the large
scattering. But even averaging the mHIP for each step of
mold, as it has been done in many previous works (most
recently Schaefer 2013), does not yield a linear correla-
tion, but rather implies a curved function. Thus, instead
of trying to find a consistent conversion formula from
mold to m, most authors applied an empirical method: The
modern averages are immediately used as m for every star
within the respective step.

Contrary to all previous (and some subsequent) stud-
ies, Hearnshaw (1999) showed that the linear relation can
indeed be found in Ptolemy’s data when switching the
dependent with the independent variable. He argues that
taking the mean modern values for each historical magni-
tude is statistically invalid because the variable with larger
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F I G U R E 2 Relation between historical and modern magnitude scales for each star of the data subsets P, S, and B. Although the scatter
plot does not look particularly linear, the regression can be justified (see text) and is used to convert the historical values to the modern
magnitude scale

uncertainties should be averaged. A quick look at the
brightest2 known variable stars shows that their variability
(see Figure 3) is usually much smaller than the resulting
uncertainties of the historic magnitudes (see Figure 9).
Applying the same procedure as Hearnshaw (1999), we
found linear relations for mP

old and for mS
old and mB

old, as
well which can be seen in Figure 4 where mold is averaged
for bins of mHIP. It is therefore justified to convert the mold
to a new variable called m by applying a linear conversion
formula:

m = a ⋅ mold + t with a = 1
b

t = − t′
b
, (1)

where b and t′ are the regression coefficients from
Figure 2:

bP = 0.75 ± 0.02 t′P = 0.92 ± 0.08
bS = 0.86 ± 0.02 t′S = 0.69 ± 0.07
bB = 0.93 ± 0.02 t′B = 0.43 ± 0.10. (2)

From bP we can calculate aP = 1.33 +0.04
−0.03 , meaning

that one Ptolemian magnitude corresponds to 1.33 mod-
ern magnitudes (concordant with aP = 1.36, as found
by Hearnshaw (1999)). In the same way, the values for
the other two authors are: aS = 1.16 +0.03

−0.02 and aB =

1.08 +0.02
−0.03 After converting the historical magnitudes to

the modern scale, we can now define the error variable
𝛿m = m−mHIP for each star.

2 mmax , mmin < 6 mag

F I G U R E 3 Histogram showing the distribution of variability
amplitudes among the 1137 known variable stars of mmax,
mmin < 6 mag. The possible magnitude error, induced by variability
is small, compared to the overall uncertainties of historical
magnitudes in most cases

3.2 Analysis of the magnitude errors

3.2.1 Variance and covariance

In a first step, the distribution of the magnitude errors
𝛿m is analyzed for each of the three-star catalogs P, S, B,
as well as the common catalog PSB. Table 2 gives mean
values and standard deviations (SD) for both cases with
the squared correlation coefficients between the 𝛿m added
for the shared data set. The mean values of 𝛿m for the
three single catalogs come close to zero but al-Sūfı̄’s data
in the common list shows a slightly larger offset. This
might be due to a selection effect in the shared catalog
where certain stars were omitted. The standard deviation
shows similar values for Ptolemy’s and Brahe’s catalogs but
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F I G U R E 4 Average historical magnitudes for
modern-magnitude-bins of 0.1 mag in the data sets P, S, B. Error
bars are the standard error of mean (SEM) where bin-size N > 2 and
else the averaged SD of all other bins. The histograms in the
background show the relative number of stars within each bin. The
regression here is only for visualization of the linearity while the
actual coefficients are taken from Figure 2

a significantly slimmer scattering for al-Sūfı̄’s magnitude
errors. Finally, the r2-values indicate a strong correlation
between Ptolemy’s and Al-Sūfı̄’s magnitude errors, while
Brahe’s data seems to be largely independent. The correla-
tion is visualized in the scatter plots in Figure 5, including
covariance-ellipses that contain ∼95% of the data points.
The correlation between Ptolemy and Al-Sūfı̄ should come
as no surprise because Al-Sūfı̄ takes Ptolemy’s magni-
tude estimation as a basis for his own (see also Figure 1).
He even gives literal references like:” The fourth [star]
[… ] is much greater then [sic] fourth magnitude, but it
was mentioned by Ptolemy as fourth magnitude exactly.”
(Hafez 2010, p. 154). From these kinds of comments, it can
be assumed that Al-Sūfı̄ only changed a star’s magnitude
if he deemed it distinctly erroneous, and therefore, left
a large fraction of them unchanged, causing this depen-
dency.

T A B L E 2 Mean values μ and std.dev. σ of the δm in the
single-author catalogs (P, S, B) and for the shared catalog (PSB),
including squared correlation coefficients r2

PSB

[mag] P, S, B 𝜹mP 𝜹mS 𝜹mB

𝛿mP 𝜇 : 0.00 𝜇 : − 0.01

𝜎 : 0.79 𝜎 : − 0.73

𝛿mS 𝜇 : − 0.01 r2 : 0.51 𝜇 : − 0.05

𝜎 : − 0.64 𝜎 : − 0.58

𝛿mB 𝜇 : 0.02 r2 : 0.18 r2 : 0.16 𝜇 : 0.00

𝜎 : 0.76 𝜎 : 0.72

F I G U R E 5 Correlation between the 𝛿m of the three catalogs
within data set PSB. 2𝜎-covariance ellipses are given for each scatter
plot

The distinctly weaker correlation between Ptolemy’s
and Brahe’s data might as well be due to some of the latter’s
magnitudes being influenced by the Almagest.

3.2.2 Dependence on the color index

The transmission spectrum of the modern V-band filter
is quite similar but not identical to the spectral sensitiv-
ity function of the human eye. In fact, there are at least
two such sensitivity functions (one for daylight- or pho-
topic vision and one for the night- or scotopic vision), and
the V-band curve lies in between them both. Generally, the
photopic vision is employed under brighter ambient light
and means that the eyes’ cones are active, and we can per-
ceive color. In contrast, the scotopic vision is the extreme
case where our vision depends solely on the eyes’ rods,
which can only differentiate between bright and dark but
not detect color (e.g. Clauss & Clauss 2018, p. 178). As the
rods are more sensitive to shorter wavelengths, the sen-
sitivity function for the scotopic vision is shifted toward
blue colors, making blue stars a little brighter than red
stars of the same V-band magnitude. The upcoming analy-
sis is restricted to stars of mHIP > 2.3, excluding those stars
which are bright enough to be seen with photopic vision
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F I G U R E 6 The dependency of 𝛿m on color index B-V (left),
maximum culmination altitude alt (middle), and background
brightness 𝛽 (right) within catalogs P, S, and B. Gray scatter plots are
the single stars, and bold colored dots are mean values of bins of the
independent variable with SEM-error bars. The bold lines show
models, fitted to the scatter plots for each dependency. Stars with
mHIP < 2.3 mag were excluded from the color-analysis. For the
middle column, the dashed lines show expected extinction
coefficients of k = 0.15 and 0.25 mag X−1. The 𝛽-bins correspond to
the levels of gray in Figures 7 and 8. All model parameters can be
found in Table 3

T A B L E 3 Parameters of the fitted models in Figure 6

Color Extinction Background

𝝏BV 𝜽BV kfit 𝝏𝜷 𝜽𝜷

P 0.11 −0.06 −0.01 −0.37 −0.69

S 0.14 −0.06 0.09 −0.41 −0.75

B 0.14 −0.06 0.05 −0.30 −0.53

n R2 n R2 n R2

P 922 0.006 992 0.0003 990 0.024

S 925 0.017 990 0.022 989 0.045

B 886 0.011 938 0.016 936 0.016

Note: For the two linear models 𝜕 is the slope and 𝜃 the intercept. n is
the number of stars included in each model and R2 the fraction of
variance, explained by the model. For statistical testing of the models,
see Section 4.2.

(indicated by them having a color to the naked eye).3 In
this case, we would expect the calculated 𝛿m to be some-
thing like a color index between the V-band filter and the
human eye-“filter” for m > 2.3 mag. A plot of two color
indices (e.g. (I − J) against (K −L)) shows an almost linear
relation with a slope 𝜕BV that can be calculated from the
effective wavelengths of the four filters (Ballesteros 2012).
We performed a linear regression analysis for plots of 𝛿m
against the (B−V)-values for the three catalogs.

To better visualize the tendency among the data, aver-
ages of 𝛿m were calculated for (B−V)-bins of 0.1 mag. The
result can be seen in the left column of Figure 6. together
with a scatter plot of the entire catalogs. A linear model was
fitted to the scatter plots, and the parameters are shown in
Table 3. From the slopes of the linear regression, it is possi-
ble to calculate the effective wavelength of the human eye
(under the given premises). The three catalogs yield val-
ues from 527 nm to 532 nm with error bars of ±6 nm. Both,
the increase of 𝛿m for reddish stars as seen in Figure 6,
as well as the calculated effective wavelength falling short
of the V-band filter (𝜆eff = 548 nm), agree with the above
assumption of predominantly scotopic vision. Neverthe-
less, the calculated wavelength is longer than what would
be expected for exclusively scotopic vision (∼507 nm, see
CVRL 1995). The calculated regression coefficients make
it possible to systematically adjust m with regard to the
color index of each star (see section 4.1). Lastly, a similar
analysis was attempted for the brighter stars, but given the
small number of stars with m < 2.3 mag and the large stan-
dard deviation of 𝛿m, the statistical analysis did not yield
significant results for any of the three catalogs.

3 The exact threshold of color vision in terms of star magnitudes is not
clearly defined, but from observational experience, 2.3 mag could be an
approximate value.
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3.2.3 Extinction features

Even though the effect of atmospheric extinction is obvi-
ous in its existence for everyone who has watched the
(night-) sky with some attention, no discussion of the
effect can be found in any of the works containing the
three catalogs. If the observers had completely ignored the
extinction, it would have to be expected that stars with
low culmination altitudes were estimated too faint. Schae-
fer (2013) analyses the dependency and comes to the con-
clusion that all three catalogs are in some way “corrected”
for extinction.4

With the new conversion, a similar analysis is shown
in the middle column of Figure 6, as a scatter plot of
all-stars, and as averaged 𝛿m-values for 3◦-bins of cul-
mination altitude. Schaefer gives the following extinction
function:

𝛿m = k ⋅ [(sin(alt) + 0.025 ⋅ e−11⋅sin(alt))−1 − 1]. (3)

With the extinction coefficient k, given in magnitudes
per airmass X and the horizontal altitude alt of the respec-
tive star. In application to the historical catalogs, the alti-
tude (or rather the culmination point of a star) can be
calculated from the geographic latitude 𝜙 of the observer
and the declination 𝛿 of the star at the time of observation.

alt = 90− ∣ 𝛿 − 𝜙 ∣ . (4)

The extinction curves are plotted within each
sub-figure for k = 0.25 mag X−1 (as suggested by Schae-
fer 2013), as well as k = 0.15 mag X−1. Pickering (2002)
assumes such value for a pre-industrial atmosphere. In
addition, models according to Equation (3) were fitted
to the data in Figure 6 with the resulting parameters kfit
listed in Table 3. Schaefer’s general result is reproduced
with close to no (in fact even a slight but insignificant
negative) extinction effect showing in the Almagest’s data.
In contrast, an effect is clearly visible in Al-Sūfı̄’s mag-
nitudes, but it still falls short of the expected intensity
for Schaefer’s extinction coefficient. However, the data
could almost agree with the lower extinction coefficient
of k = 0.15 mag X−1. In Brahe’s magnitude estimations, a
weak extinction effect can be found but again, it falls way
short of the plotted models. Although the effect is weaker
than expected, it can be corrected for at least in Al-Sūfı̄’s
and Brahe’s data, as a clear systematic deviation can be
found there.

4 That does not necessarily mean they were explicitly corrected by some
formula or observational procedure but could also mean to just estimate
slightly brighter magnitudes for low standing stars. Trying to observe
stars at their highest position could also be considered such a correction
and is presupposed for the following analysis.

It should be noted that the models, fitted in Figure 6
are very sensitive to the single extreme 𝛿m at low altitudes,
which might occur due to falsely identified stars or other
sporadic errors. Furthermore, it also seems to be highly
controversial what extinction coefficient would have to
be expected for a pre-industrial atmosphere (see Hearn-
shaw 1999; Pickering 2002; Schaefer 2013)5 and lastly, the
actual effect found in each catalog also depends on the
exact method by which the magnitudes were estimated,
which can only be speculated about.

3.2.4 Star maps and background
brightness

The dependency of 𝛿m on the color index, as well as the
culmination altitude, are both effects that can be under-
stood and modeled in a (bio-)physical sense. However,
there seem to be further trends within the data, which
can be found looking at the spatial distribution of the 𝛿m.
Figures 7 and 8 show maps of all stars within catalogs
P,S,B. The 𝛿m-values are rounded into five bins, and the
stars are colored accordingly. The exact color-scales can
be found within both figures. In addition, the maps show
a kind of “background brightness” or rather a summed
brightness of stars per area, which is depicted by a grad-
uated gray-scale. The actual area from which the flux is
summed are not the gray rectangular fields, but circles – or
rather cones in actual 3D-space – around the center of each
field. These cones have a uniform radius of 4◦ each, so
the summed flux can easily be converted to mag sr−1. The
gray fields are not of perfectly uniform solid angle but were
necessary for the visualization, as they cover the whole
projection without gaps or overlaps. The fields cover 5◦ of
latitude each and a longitude segment that corresponds
best to 5◦ of a great circle while still guaranteeing an inte-
ger amount of segments within the 360◦ circle of latitude.
For the summation, all stars within the HIPPARCOS cat-
alog (ESA 1997), between 6 mag and 10 mag were used
(a total of 112,914 stars). Only faint stars were chosen for
several reasons:

• Assure that a star’s background is not primarily defined
by the star itself.

• Keep the differences in surface brightness small, even
for a high spatial resolution (i.e. small gray fields).

• The density of those dimmer stars corresponds well to
the perceived brightness of the actual night sky (e.g. the
Milky Way [MW] is clearly visible)

5 Possibly, the worldwide 2020 Corona-lockdown might bring new
insights into this question.
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F I G U R E 7 Plots of star catalogs P (top figure) and S (bottom figure) in ecliptical coordinates (equinox J2000). The stars’ size is
according to their mHIP and color according to their 𝛿m. Green stars were estimated too bright and red ones too faint (see scale). The pink
lines mark the Milky Way (±10◦ of gal. Lat.), the orange lines are the southern visibility limits of the respective time and place. The
background depicts the summed brightness of stars in the area as a gray-scale. More precisely, the flux of all-stars between 6 mag < mHIP < 10
mag from the HIPPARCOS catalog is summed and given as surface brightness of the respective area. For details on background-coloring, see
text. There is a clear tendency of many too brightly estimated stars in darker areas and vice versa

Looking at the maps, we can find areas within each
catalog where stars are predominantly estimated too faint
(“red areas”). More specifically, we can make the following
observations for catalogs P and S:

1. The similarity of catalogs P and S can be found once
more in the maps.

2. Nevertheless, Al-Sūfı̄ seems to have reworked many of
Ptolemy’s most southern stars to fainter values.
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F I G U R E 8 Plots of star catalog B in ecliptical coordinates (equinox J2000). For a detailed description, see Figure 7

3. Both show “red areas” throughout the MW
and especially around the center of the galaxy
(240 < 𝜆< 300◦/0 < 𝛽 < 30◦).

4. Like Ptolemy, Al-Sūfı̄ still estimates many stars in the
area 300 < 𝜆< 360◦/− 30 < 𝛽 < 30◦ as too bright. How-
ever, the visibility limit shifts away from those stars and
toward the galaxy center for Al-Sūfı̄’s time.

5. Al-Sūfı̄ generally has fewer extreme mistakes, depicting
his lower standard deviation in 𝛿m.

Points two and four mostly explain the stronger extinc-
tion effect in Al-Sūfı̄’s data (see Figure 4) but can only
partly (2.) be considered to be really caused by extinction.
Apart from that, it seems obvious that both authors show
a tendency to estimate stars in bright areas too faint.

Brahe’s map differs considerably from P and S, showing
the following notable features:

1. The brightest parts of the MW are missing, due to
Brahe’s northern geographic latitude.

2. “Red areas” can be found from the galaxy center (only
partly visible) along the visibility limit (VL) within
270 < 𝜆< 330◦.

3. However, other areas along the VL are not particularly
red.

4. Another large “red area” can be found at 30 < 𝜆< 120◦,
roughly along the MW.

5. Again, other parts of the MW do not show any clear
tendency.

It becomes obvious, where the extinction feature (see
the middle column of Figure 6) stems from in Brahe’s case
(2.) but it is remarkable that the effect is obvious within
this area and completely vanishes for other longitudes.
A dependency on the background brightness can also be
found in some parts of the map. For all three catalogs, it is
very notable that the effects of background brightness and
extinction are partly visible but can not be the sole reason
for every “red” or “green area.”

Concerning the dependency of 𝛿m on the background
brightness, one might want to explain it by the varying
degree of dark-adaptions for differently bright areas. How-
ever, single bright stars would have the strongest effect
here, and those are excluded from the background bright-
ness, shown in the maps.6 So the whole phenomenon
seems to be of rather psychological nature, which makes
it harder to quantify theoretically. Nevertheless, several
authors (Hearnshaw 1999; Zinner 1926) have described
and analyzed the dependency but mostly restricted them-
selves to a comparison between stars within and outside
of the MW. Going a step further, we used the value of
background brightness from the maps (Figures 7 and 8)
to plot average 𝛿m for 10 bins of surface brightness. The
mean values of each bin are shown in the right column of
Figure 6 together with a scatter plot of all-stars. The decline
of 𝛿m for darker backgrounds becomes clearly visible. As

6 looking at the surroundings of the brightest stars, there is no clear
trend in any of the maps, either way.
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T A B L E 4 Average δm of stars within
(δmMW ) and without (δmnotMW ) the Milky
Way

Cat. 𝜹mMW 𝜹mnotMW

P 0.23± 0.06 −0.06± 0.03

S 0.24± 0.05 −0.07± 0.02

B 0.08± 0.06 0.01± 0.03

there is no available mathematical model to describe the
expected dependency of 𝛿m on the background bright-
ness, linear regression is the simplest approximation. The
regression parameters (see Table 3) can again be used
to correct the values of 𝛿m for the described effect. Of
course, the correction can only be made if the exact same
background brightness values are calculated for every star.
Our values can therefore be obtained from the additional
online-data (see 4.3.). As an alternative, the average 𝛿m for
stars within and without the MW (±10◦ of galactic lat.) is
given in Table 4 and can be used for the correction formula
(5) instead.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The above analysis investigated different systematical
dependencies within the magnitude data of the three his-
torical catalogs. It was shown that stars are often estimated
slightly fainter, if

• they are red

• they stand close to the southern VL
• they are seen in bright areas of the night sky

4.1 Correction formula

The effects were described quantitatively and can, there-
fore, be corrected. As the single corrective terms are small
in comparison to the overall variance in 𝛿m, they can be
assumed to be independent from one another, and the cor-
rection takes the form of a simple additive parameter Δi
for each of the three models, which is subtracted from
the initial converted magnitude. This yields a new mag-
nitude m* for each star, which can be considered the best
approximation to the modern V-mag scale.

m∗ = mold − t′

b
− ΔB−V − ΔExt − Δ𝛽 , (5)

where t′ and b are given in Equation (2). The single Δi are
then the respective models, which were fitted to the data,
or for the background brightness, it can also be the alter-
native model based on the position within or without the
MW.

ΔB−V = 𝜕B−V ⋅ (B − V) + 𝜃B−V

ΔExt = k ⋅ [(sin(alt) + 0.025 ⋅ e−11⋅sin(alt))−1 − 1]
Δ𝛽 = 𝜕𝛽 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝜃𝛽 or = 𝛿mMW∕notMW.

The empirical parameters 𝜕B−V , 𝜃B−V , k, 𝜕𝛽 , 𝜃𝛽 can be
taken from Figure 6 and 𝛿mMW/notMW is given in Table 4.

F I G U R E 9 Distribution of the 𝛿m before and after the corrections, applied in Section 3.2. The histograms of bin size 0.25 mag show
approximate normal distributions for all three catalogs. The corrections result in only minor changes of the distributions. Overall, Al-Sūfı̄’s
magnitude errors show the lowest variance
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T A B L E 5 The models in Figure 6 were tested for statistical
significance against the hypothesis H0 of no dependency

Color Extinction Background

Fn CL (%) Fn CL (%) Fn CL (%)

P 5.6 95 0.3 — 23.9 99.9

S 16.0 99.9 22.2 99.9 46.5 99.9

B 9.8 99 15.4 99.9 15.0 99.9

Note: The resulting parameters Fn were calculated from R2 and n (see
Table 3) and are given together with the confidence level (CL) on which H0

can be rejected. F1, n− 2,0.95/0.99/0.999 = 3.9/6.7/10.9 for 886 < n < 992.

4.2 Statistical significance

Looking at the three single correction models, it is conspic-
uous that the variance, explained by the models is much
lower than the residual variance induced by the wide scat-
tering of the 𝛿m. In fact, the R2-values (see Table 3), which
express the fraction of the variance, explained by the mod-
els, remain at a few percent for all nine models. However,
when testing the models for significance against a null
hypothesis H0, which predicts zero correlation, H0 can be
dismissed (meaning Fn > F1, n− 2,0.95) in almost all cases on
a 95% or higher confidence level (Table 5). This is due to
the high number of 𝛿m values and suggests that the cor-
rections – however little variance they might explain – are
in fact significant. The only model, not showing statistical
significance is the extinction correction for the Almagest
data, which showed a negative (and therefore nonsensical)
value of kfit.

Nevertheless, when applying the corrections, the low
values of R2 lead to an almost negligible “improvement” of
the 𝛿m’s standard deviations. Figure 9 shows the distribu-
tion of the 𝛿m before and after the correction formula was
applied.

4.3 Final remarks on the accuracy
of pre-telescopic magnitudes

So after all, what is the accuracy of pre-telescopic magni-
tude estimations, and how can they best be converted to
their corresponding V-mag values? From the three major
catalogs, which contain original magnitudes, Ptolemy’s
Almagest, and Tycho Brahe’s data can be considered
largely independent, and both show uncertainties of very
similar size. Al-Sūfı̄’s estimations, on the other hand, can
be seen as an – in most instances – improved version of
Ptolemy’s data, which shows a significantly higher accu-
racy. The distribution of magnitude errors 𝛿m in all three
catalogs follows almost gaussian curves, so the doubled

standard deviations 2𝜎 can be considered error bars on a
95% confidence level.

Any magnitude, taken directly from one of the cata-
logs to be used for studies of transient observations and
longterm variabilities or even processes of stellar evolu-
tion, should first be converted before comparing them
to modern V-mag values. We recommend, adding the
brighter- / fainter-qualifiers as 0.5 mag-steps to the origi-
nal magnitudes, and then employing formula (1) to attain
the Johnson V-magnitude. The resulting values should be
sufficient for most applications and come with error bars
of:

2𝜎P = 1.59mag , 2𝜎S = 1.26mag , 2𝜎B = 1.52 mag.

These values, by the way, agree by the 18th century
magnitude catalogues (Lequeux 2014) that were observed
through telescopes but with the same human eye method,
i.e. without electrical photometric instruments. In com-
parison, Hearnshaw (1999) calculates standard deviations
for ancient star catalogues between 0.41 and 0.72 mag for
most groups of Ptolemian magnitudes while Zinner (1926)
gives values between 0.44 and 0.60 mag as “mean errors”7

to adopt the corrected values, even though the error bars
are not distinctly reduced by the correction. Those mag-
nitudes can either be attained by Equation (5) or taken
from the online catalog,8 provided by the authors. Using
the corrected values seems especially necessary when ana-
lyzing only certain groups of stars, which might otherwise
be systematically biased. This could, for example, be red
giants, which all show high values of (B-V) or stars within
a certain constellation, which might all be in an especially
bright or dark part of the night sky.

Other than that, the analysis of dependencies on
color, extinction, and background brightness might also be
used to investigate otherwise unrelated questions like the
extinction coefficient of the pre-industrial atmosphere or
even the effective absorption wavelength of the human eye
(under naked eye observation conditions).

As we conclude that the error bars of the magnitudes in
historical catalogs are ∼1.3 to ∼1.6 mag, almost all (> 93%)
variabilities of the naked eye stars (as displayed in Figure 3)

7 probably mean absolute errors, which are always smaller than (or equal
to) the standard deviation. Both values are given for the historical
magnitudes mP where our own standard deviation results in
𝜎′

P = 0.79 mag∕1.33 = 0.59 mag and, therefore, in good concordance
with the previous studies. In some cases, it might be sensible
8 We prepared the catalogs according to our suggestions in the above
work. The data files will be uploaded in CDS as soon as the paper is
published. It will be available at CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-
strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/
AN

http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/AN
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/AN
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are covered by the error bars, which makes it virtually
impossible to detect longterm variabilities.

It should, however, be kept in mind that statistics mean
little for a single data point. As we know, for particular
cases, the ancient observers must have recognized changes
in brightness of less than 1.3 mag. After all, it was pos-
sible to the naked eye to observe the brightness drop of
Betelgeuse (𝛼 Ori) in winter 2019/ 2020 for many layme,9

and there are hypotheses that the variability of Algol (𝛽
Per) had been known in ancient Egypt (Jetsu et al. 2013).
Cases like these are possible for individual stars, which are
in a region with appropriate naked eye comparison stars.
That is why our statistical error bars should be considered
the general first step, but for some handpicked individual
stars, careful case studies appear worthwhile.
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F I G U R E A1 Naked eye appearance of a bright object in contrast to fainter stars (here: Venus, −4.6 mag, next to the central part of
the cluster of the Pleiades, stars of 2.9–4.3 mag). Photos are shown as taken with Canon 600D and 300 mm tele objective, without any
astronomical preparation, without any filter or any processing in order to display the real impression for the human eye

APPENDIX A. OPTICAL INFLUENCES OF
HUMAN VISION ON MAGNITUDE ESTI-
MATES

The pictures in Figure A1 show that a bright object
(in this case, Venus) can be described as “having rays,”
“horned,” “hairy,” or “fuzzy.” The photos were taken in
central Europe (April 4th to 6th 2020) under normal clear
weather conditions.

The rays and horns of bright objects are not only an
effect of the weather but are produced by the interplay of a
lens (of the eye as well as of camera optics) and its entrance
pupil with an entering wavefront. Passing through a lens
with a limited entrance pupil, the wavefronts are described
by the Zernike polynomials Z producing the known effects
like astigmatism Z2, coma Z3, the trefoil effect Z3 (three
rays), spherical aberration Z4, and higher orders of aber-
ration in the perfectly spherical lens. The effect is caused
by the limited size of the pupil (López-Gil et al. (2007)
and unevenness of the border increases the effect, as well
as astigmatism of the lens itself. The irises of both, cam-
era and eye, are limitations of the pupil and the polygonal
shape of the mechanical iris of a camera lens as well as the
muscles at the edge of the eye both increase such effects:
The photos of these rays do in fact show roughly the same
as what the eye sees.

With atmospheric conditions of the desert or in tropi-
cal climate (with sandstorm or humidity) the atmospheric
effects become stronger and the bright point source is
blurred; the beam of light from the star does not enter
the pupil parallelly and the constraints for applying the
Zernike polynomials directly are not fulfilled perfectly any-
more. The atmospheric influence can even lead to less rays,
simply showing the blurred Airy disks around the bright
object instead (rightmost picture, with cirrus clouds on
April 10th).
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